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    During 50s,60s of 20th century,people became intetested in sources of 
economic growth.Some economist found a confusing phenomenon:increasing rate of 
American output is much bigger than its increasing rate of input.But according to 
Harrod-Domar model,they must be the same.Because output’s increase only depends 
on the input’s increase of capital and labor.Where is the “growth residual” from?This 
is the riddle of “Economic Growth Residual” . 
As research on the riddle of “Economic Growth Residual” began,economists 
like Theodore·W·Schultz,Gray·S·Becker,Romer,Lucas,Dennis developed a new 
method of their own.They explained this phenomenon from Human Capital.They 
expanded the concept of capital from material capital to human capital.They believe 
human capital is one of the sources of economic growth just like material capital.  
Based on the theories of human capital and economic growth, the mutual effects 
between human capital and economic growth has been analyzed firstly in this 
dissertation in theory. And the relation between human capital and economic growth 
in China has been proof-tested positivistically based on some Chinese economic data 
to test whether human capital is a driving factor to economic growth and to check up 
how many the proportation that human capital contributed to Chinese economic 
growth is in real life.  
    Because most scholars in the past just used a kind of measures of price-making 
of human capital to calculate the human capital in China and then analyzed the data 
by the measure of regressions simply, they got differeni results.To avoid these 
shortages and to check up whether the results are consistent, two kinds of methods 
are adopted in the process of test. The Co-integration is used in the dissertation to 
test all collected time serieses for fear that the spurious regression appeared caused 
by the measure of simple regression.  
According to the theoretic and positivistical analyses above, some main 













China chronically;(2)the nowaday economic growth is majorly caused by the 
investment of fixed capital;(3)the Chinese human capital couldn’t advance economic 
growth obviously in the timebeing but it’s bettering;(4) the useful effects caused by 
fixed capital will weaken and the ones caused by human capital will boost up 
gradually;(5)average education attainment has a positive relationship with economic 
growth.But it has little contribution to the economic growth;(6)Human capital gini 
coefficient has a significantly negative relationship with economic gowth.And their 
absolute values are much more notable than the contribution of per fixed capital 
investment on the economic growth.  
    Some pertinent suggestions are brought forward so that human capital can exert 
the proper effects in the end of dissertation.  
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